Abstract-Bipedal humanoid robots will fall under unforeseen perturbations without active stabilization. Humans use dynamic full body behaviors in response to perturbations, and recent bipedal robot controllers for balancing are based upon human biomechanical responses. However these controllers rely on simplified physical models and accurate state information, making them less effective on physical robots in uncertain environments. In our previous work, we have proposed a hierarchical control architecture that learns from repeated trials to switch between low-level biomechanically-motivated strategies in response to perturbations. However in practice, it is hard to learn a complex strategy from limited number of trials available with physical robots. In this work, we focus on the very problem of efficiently learning the high-level push recovery strategy, using simulated models of the robot with different levels of abstraction, and finally the physical robot. From the state trajectory information generated using different models and a physical robot, we find a common low dimensional strategy for high level push recovery, which can be effectively learned in an online fashion from a small number of experimental trials on a physical robot. This learning approach is evaluated in physics-based simulations as well as on a small humanoid robot. Our results demonstrate how well this method stabilizes the robot during walking and whole body manipulation tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bipedal humanoid robots are unstable to external perturbations due to their small foot sizes and high center of mass. Perturbations caused by uneven terrain may be enough to cause the robots to fall during locomotion. On the other hand, humans are adept at walking even in the presence of perturbations. Biomechanical studies of human walking have shown that humans employ three basic balancing strategies, which are denoted as ankle, hip, and step strategies [1] . The ankle strategy modulates torque at the ankle joint to keep humans upright, the hip strategy converts unforeseen linear momentum into angular motion at the torso, and the step strategy moves the landing foot in the direction of the perturbation.
Recent work has focused on using such biomechanically motivated push recovery strategies on humanoid robots [2] , [3] , [4] . These approaches utilize simplified physical models of the robots to derive basic analytical controllers, with the ability to potentially reject large perturbations compared to standard zero moment point (ZMP) feedback methods. However, the implementation of these controllers on physical robots has been limited due to their assumptions about perfect state estimation and unsophisticated models.
In our previous work [5] , we proposed an alternative approach. Rather than relying upon the accuracy of simplified models, the approach learns how to modulate the control parameters to account for the more complex dynamics of actual humanoid robots [6] , [7] . The hierarchical control architecture learns to effective switch between low-level biomechanically-motivated controllers based upon noisy state information provided by the robot sensors. However, applying the approach to physical robot with scarce training data required arbitrary simplification of the controller [8] .
In this paper, we investigate the decision boundary of the high level controllers using state trajectory data generated from simulated models of the robot with different levels of abstraction, as well as the physical robot. As a result, we have found that there exists a common low dimensional decision boundary for all the models which, although quite different from the theoretical one from previous approaches, can be learned effective in an online fashion even with limited training data acquired with physical robot. Using simulations and experiments on an actual DARwin-OP humanoid robot, we show how our method can effectively stabilize the robot against a wide range of perturbations during walking and whole body manipulation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews three biomechanically motivated push recovery controllers and their implementations for position controlled humanoid robots. Section 3 describes how to learn the high-level strategy from repeated trials in a simulated environment, and Section 4 shows the experimental results using the DARwIn-OP humanoid robot. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of outstanding issues and potential future directions arising from this work.
II. BIOMECHANICALLY MOTIVATED HIERARCHICAL PUSH RECOVERY CONTROLLER
In this section we first review three biomechanicallymotivated push recovery controllers assuming simplified physical models of the robot, and explain how they can be implemented on physical humanoid robots with position controlled actuators. Finally, we describe how a high level controller that switches between three strategies can be found from the analytical stability region of each controller. 
A. The ankle push recovery controller
The ankle strategy applies control torque on the ankle joints to keep the center of mass within the base of support. We can assume the abstract model in figure 1 (a) , where ankle torque τ ankle is applied to a linear inverted pendulum model (LIPM) [9] with mass m, center of mass (COM) height z 0 and COM horizontal position x from current support point. Then the resulting linearized dynamic model is
where ω = g/z 0 . It can be controlled by a PD-control on x with control gains K p and K d
This requires torque control of ankle actuators, but in practice it can be approximated for position controlled actuators with proportional feedback control by directly setting the target angle bias of the ankle actuator ∆θ ankle [6] , [10] ,
where K p and K d are control gains.
B. The hip push recovery controller
The hip strategy uses angular acceleration of the torso and limbs to generate a backward GRF to pull the COM back towards the base of support. Abstract model in figure  1 (b) includes a flywheel with point mass at height z 0 and rotational inertia I, and control torque τ hip at the COM. Then the resulting linearized dynamic model is
However we should stop the flywheel from exceeding joint limits. In this case, following bang-bang profile [2] can be used for applying hip torque to maximize the effect while satisfying the joint angle constraint
where τ MAX hip is the maximum torque that the can be applied on torso and T H1 is the time the torso stops accelerating. This torque profile makes the hip joint accelerate and then deccelerate with the maximum torque, stopping at the final position θ MAX hip at t = 2T H1 . After then, the hip angle bias should return to zero [11] . This two-phase behavior can be approximated for position controlled actuators by controlling the hip target angle bias ∆θ TARGET hip as
where T H2 the duration of the returning phase.
C. The step push recovery controller
The step strategy moves the base of support towards the direction of push by taking a step, as shown in figure 1 (c). In practice, step strategy is handled by a locomotion controller that changes next foot landing position by x capture from initial support point. In practice, it requires a reactive locomotion controller that can replan both COM and ZMP in real time, while satisfying kinematic and timing constraints. They are not covered in this paper as they are out of scope of this work.
D. The high-level push recovery controller
Humans perform a combination of push recovery behaviors according to the particular situation. We use a similar hierarchical control structure, where ankle, hip and step push recovery controllers work as low-level subcontrollers and the high-level push recovery controller triggers each according to the current sensory input. For abstract models we have seen in Fig. 1 , there have been studies for analytic decision boundaries of each controller based on the current state [3] . If we assume maximum ankle torque as τ ankle MAX , then the stability region for ankle push recovery controller is derived as
and following stability region for the hip strategy plus the ankle strategy
Finally, if we assume instantaneous support point transition without loss of linear momentum, we have the following stability region for using all three strategies at once:
where x MAX capture is the maximum step size available. In this case we can use two boundary conditions in (8) and (9) to select between controllers based on current state.
III. LEARNING THE HIGH-LEVEL PUSH RECOVERY

STRATEGIES
The analytical high level decision strategy introduced in previous section assumes simplified models and idealized sensing, so it can be less effective with physical robots in uncertain environments. In this section, we propose a learning approach, where the state trajectory information gathered during experimental trials are used to learn the high level strategy that better suits the actual dynamics of the robot.
A. The extended inverted pendulum model
Physical robots have feet with nonzero size, and joint torque is not directly controllable in most cases. Also, COM position x is hard to measure compared to torso tilt angle θ , which can be easily measured using inertial sensors. Based on these differences from simplified models, we propose a more realistic abstract model shown in Fig. 2 (a) . It is an inverted pendulum with the tilt angle θ as state, and has a foot with toe position δ + and heel position δ − from the ankle joint. The ankle torque τ ankle is controlled by a PD control of θ with saturation values mgδ + and mgδ − .
We can linearize the stability regions in (8), (9) and consider the saturated case to get the following approximate stability regions for the ankle, hip and step strategies . We see that the hip and step strategies help to enlarge the stability region, and even with the non-linear dynamic model we use, the empirical stability regions closely follows the theoretical one derived using simpler models.
B. The multibody model in physically-realistic simulated environment
To model a physically realistic multi-body dynamics of the DARwIn-OP robot, we use the Webots commercial robotic simulator [12] based on the Open Dynamics Engine physics library. The controller update frequency and physics simulation frequency are both set to 100Hz. We use the COM height z 0 = 0.295, step duration t ST EP = 0.50 and robot center to ankle width d stance = 0.375 for walk parameters. For the ankle strategy gain parameters, we use values of K p = 0, K d = 0.15 which are found to be effective in practice. The robot is pushed with impulse forces for one time step (0.01s) with different magnitudes and directions, and initial phase space trajectories for 0.03 < t < 0.3 are logged and labeled as either stable or unstable according to their outcomes. Fig. 3 (a) shows the phase space trajectories for the ankle strategy. We can see that the empirical state trajectory plots have similar shapes to those in Fig. 2 (b) , but the actual boundary between stable and unstable trajectories differs significantly from theoretical ones assuming simplified models. We use the online perceptron algorithm to learn the linear decision boundary from the labeled state trajectory data, and get following estimated values forδ andẑ 0 for each boundary for frontal pusheŝ which implies following empirical stability boundaries for the ankle strategy:
Unlike abstarct models in Fig. 1 , there are practical limits for θ MAX hip and x MAX capture due to kinematic and velocity constraints. We set x hip = 40 • , T H1 = 0.15, T H2 = 0.3 and x capture = 0.08 for hip and step strategy parameters and compare the results of the two strategies. Fig. 3 (b) and (c) show trajectory plots acquired from two sets of push recovery controllers: the ankle-plus-hip strategy and the ankle-plusstep strategy. As the inertial sensor of our robot lies in the torso and rotates when the hip strategy is triggered, we could not get a clear boundary for ankle plus hip strategy as in Fig. 2 (c) , Instead, we compared the outcome of two push recovery strategies against various magnitudes of perturbation to better compare the effectiveness of the two controllers. We have found that against frontal push, the step strategy can withstand slightly larger maximum perturbations than the hip strategy, 104.3 Ns versus 105.0 Ns for the step strategy, and step strategy has a wider region of stability than the hip strategy with fixed parameter values θ MAX hip and x MAX capture . On the other hand, the step strategy is not available for purely lateral perturbation due to kinematic constraints and we have to rely on the hip strategy for such cases. We can summarize the high level push recovery strategy as follows. We set the ankle strategy active all the time, and if the state estimate moves beyond the empirical stability boundaries in (19), the step strategy is triggered. In case the step strategy is not available due to kinematic or timing constraints, the hip strategy is triggered instead.
C. Comparison with ZMP tracking controller
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the hierarchical push recovery controller, we compare it to the commonly used closed-loop ZMP tracking controller. We implement the ZMP tracking controller based on [13] , with a single difference that the current current state is estimated using an inertial sensor rather than joint encoders and forward kinematics. All other parameters remain unchanged. Various amounts of frontal and lateral impulses were applied, and the outcome of push recovery effort is logged for each controller. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In addition to the simulated environment, we have implemented the hierarchical push recovery controller on a commercially available DARwIn-OP humanoid robot and have learned the high level control strategy from experience. Learned controller is used to stabilize the robot for manipulation task, where robot gets unknown amount of perturbation due to impacts.
A. Learning the High level Control Strategy for Physical Robot
We use the DARwIn-OP small humanoid robot as the testing platform. The DARwIn-OP robot is 45cm tall, weighs 2.8kg, and has 3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis gyroscope for inertial sensing. It has position-controlled Dynamixel servos for actuators, which are controlled by a custom microcontroller connected to an Intel Atom-based embedded PC at a control frequency of 100Hz. To generate repeatable external perturbations, a motorized moving platform was constructed using Dynamixel servomotors. The motorized platform is attached to the same bus connecting the actuators of the robot, and is controlled by the same I/O process. To generate maximum peak acceleration, the platform is slowly accelerated in one direction and then suddenly accelerated in the opposite direction. We applied various magnitudes of perturbations to the robot from the front, back, and one side while running the ankle strategy controller and measured the inertial sensor readings to generate state trajectories of robot. Fig. 6 (a) and (b) shows the state trajectories in the frontal and lateral axis, which are filtered with a moving average filter with n = 3. For the frontal pushes we can see the trajectory plot shown in top part of Fig. 6 (a) closely follows the graph acquired using simulated multi-body model in Fig. 3 (a) , showing an almost linear boundary between stable and unstable trajectories, while the slope is quite different from theoretical one from LIPM shown in gray shade. However, for backward pushes, we see the shape of boundary is non-linear at the initial part of the trajectory. This is due to mechanical backlash of the joint, and it is only noticeable for backward pushes as the robot leans slightly to the front with the default standing pose, eliminating the effect of backlash for frontal pushes. From the sets of state trajectories, we obtain the following linear boundaries with estimated values for forδ andẑ 0 for frontal pushes,
and following values for lateral pusheŝ
B. Whole body impact task
To evaluate the learned push recovery controller, we consider the situation where a humanoid robot punches another object. Robot gets various magnitude of perturbation according to the location and mass of the target object, which can make robot fall without proper stabilization.
Punching motion is implemented by linearly interpolating three reference upper body keyframes. For stance parameters we use COM height z 0 = 0.295, ankle width d stance = 0.75 and body frontal tilt angle θ torso = 20 • . We use the ankle and the step strategy for push recovery, and decision boundaries of (19) with parameters (20) are used to select between the ankle and the step strategy based on current state estimated from inertial sensor readings. For push recovery controller parameters, we use values of K p = 0, K d = 0.15, x MAX capture = 0.06 and step duration t ST EP = 0.35. To test different impact dynamics, we used a single target composed of a cardboard box with 2.8kg of weight attached at the bottom, and changed the distance between the robot and target. More details can be found in [14] . Fig. 7 summarizes the result of applying the impact motion controller for DARwIn-OP robot against targets with different distances. We can see that slight variance of the impact position is enough to make the robot fall down. On the other hand, the suggested push recovery controller can stabilize the robot against a wider range of perturbations from the impact.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate on the decision boundary of the high level push recovery controller that switches between low-level push recovery strategies based on current state information for three different simulated models of the robot and the physical DARwIn-OP small humanoid robot. We have found that the decision boundaries for more complex models are quite different from the one analytically derived from simplified model, which backs up our previous claim that learning approach is needed for physical robots, yet they are still low dimensional and can be effectively learned with limited training data in an online fashion. Using simulations and experiments on an actual DARwin-OP humanoid robot, we show how our method can effectively stabilize the robot against a wide range of perturbations during walking and whole body manipulation. Possible future work includes extending the push recovery controller to other humanoid robot tasks, and implementing these algorithms on full-size humanoid robots. 
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